Who we are and what we do

The Community Working Group takes care of KDE’s community members. It enables the KDE Community to work effectively and efficiently by helping the community members maintain healthy interactions and resolving conflicts.

- Current members:
  - Valorie Zimmerman
  - Bhavisha Dhruve
  - David Edmundson
  - Andy Betts (new)
- Members who left this year:
  - Tomaz Canabrava
Our work of the past year

- Received requests for repeated offenders to look into situations. Situations resolved themselves.

- The summer last year involved an extremely serious incident with an unstable outsider sending regular death threats to various KDE members. This threat received all the seriousness of the case and it was escalated to the authorities. Fortunately that situation has now been resolved.

- Rest of the year has been relatively quiet. We’ve stepped in on numerous occasions as topics were heating without them becoming a big issue.
Lessons learned and success stories

- The team is in need of an archive
- Closer relationship with System Administrators
- More members
Where we need help

- Having additional members with the bandwidth to contribute.
Our key goals and plans for the coming year

- Communication among team members needs to be more active and engaged.
- We need a process for taking and filtering new messages and how to work with them.
Talk to us!

- Contact us at community-wg@kde.org or talk to us during Akademy whilst we’re here